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What can Alta Vista Community Charter School do to further promote high academic 
expectations with our students?
Actually teach them instead of telling the, to do things incorrectly and giving them the answers during tests. Everyone 
want's their child to do well but it's fairly obvious that they are being given the answers when they get As and Bs but 
know nothing about the subjects they are getting these grades in, for example, having a B in 4th grade math but still not 
being able to do basic 2nd grade math, and being in tears because they don't know how. We have been hearing for 
years from our child that the teachers give the answers during tests.
Contest possibly like spelling bees...or after school activities.
Continue working with the kids on an individual basis to make sure they are keeping up
explain why report cards are As and Bs but test scores are low
Extra help and time
Focus more on academics for those kids that need it - first.    Second focus on enrichment.
Get rid of common core
Give the children their level of work
Have stronger no bully rules
I have been asking for an IEP since my son started a month ago so that we can take he's learning in school and apply it 
to what we doing at home. I have still not heard back multiple times as regards to this IEP.
I haven't received a complete progress update this spring. Getting these completed would help.
I wish they had an Accelerated Reader type program... to further encourage reading and reading comprehension.
Keep that expectation! My son has grown so much since starting!
Keep what their doing
Let parents know how the child is doing academically compaired to the rest of the class, school district, and state.
More parent involvement
More support
Organization with faculty. Having a secure teacher to learn from and properly outfitted for learning ( desks to sit in) trust 
is a major part of learning.
Provide rides to school events so parents who can't get there can. This will also help the low income families and 
families who's family have a two income household let a grandparent go if necessary. It will also show the community 
how committed our little school is at keeping families involved in their child's education. If your child sees you at the 
school events it will show them how important school really is.
Raise expectations beyond the national average.
Reinstate the bilingual program.
Teacher assistance perhaps class sign up board for parents/grandparents sign up and help in different subjects.
The school needs a dedicated library so the kids have more options for reading material to keep their reading skill 
levels high.
We like Prodigy game. Our gives my child incentive to do better.
While there are clear long term goals spelled out by her teacher, it is often hard to know exactly what is expected on a 
weekly basis.  
It would be great to have universal homework/reading planners for all grades that students fill out in class every day (or 
week) and bring home for parents to initial when those tasks have been done. My daughter's previous school had a 
great system where if they got a number of signatures (something like an above 90% of the time) in a quarter they 
would get to attend a party or fun event. Usually it was an hour at the end of the school day with music and 
refreshments. For students who did not meet the quota they got to stay in the class and finish their homework. It 
incentivized getting homework and reading done and also made it easy as a parent to keep up with what my daughter 
was doing in class. 
I'm happy to share the planner from her previous school!
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How can Alta Vista Community Charter School better ensure student learning of core subjects?
Have the work the students are learning online so parents can see the work and help the student.
Actually take the time to teach them instead of giving them the answers to get better test scores and more money.
Free tutors
Get rid of common core
I don't love the math curriculum.
I love the project based learning!!!!
I'm not a fan of core teaching, I like the extra classes that broadens her education.
Keep doing what they are doing
Keep it hands on, researching with real books, munipulatives, through science. Touching tasting,smelling. Getting 
involved.
Mixing the PBL learning as well as teaching how to articulate what they physically just did is important you can’t just 
teach one. You can learn everything the world has to offer but if you can’t articulate what you have learned then Its like 
you never learned anything.
More hands on
More hands on strategies
More helpers in the classroom to help guide those students who need a little extra help in understanding the material
More helpers in the classroom to help guide those students who need a little extra help in understanding the material
More math and science.
More one on one
Partner with middle school and high school. Share with the families what core subject is being met.
Pencil and paper are important too.
Repetio
There’s a few that can use a little more time for understanding!
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What can Alta Vista Community Charter School do to improve students' 21st Century skills 
development? 
Focus on core building blocks of education not on computer programs that will change by the time the child is out of 
school.
Get rid of common core

It’s been amazing

Keep up with technology.

More critical thinking skills!

More critical thinking skills!

More focus on inclusion of children with special needs to develop those specific children's skills development.

More involved computer training

More math and science

More programming

More up to date laptops

Newer computers

Spanish as an all year elective for all grades. Being bilingual is very important.
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How can Alta Vista Community Charter School help parents become more involved, give 
more input, and participate in more school activities?
Activities on the weekend.
Actually give feedback about students without parents having to go out of the way to find out. Send their work home, 
etc.
Allow us to volunteer in the preschool
Ask that the parents volunteer more in the classrooms, assist teachers and staff. Have parents log their parent 
participation time so they can see their progress and how much they are helping. Keep a binder in the office for parents 
to track volunteer hours.
AVCCS already does this well!
By knowing what the parent volunteers are doing/saying to other parents. I no longer volunteer because of the pta 
parents.
Children take home a sign up sheet as well as one online. Teacher Express areas that would be needed and future 
projects to come.
Clearer communication of how parents (specifically) can be involved.
Communication all the time and a lot more.
Encourage more in classroom volunteers, or encourage parents to observe
Get the community back
Have a suggested day where a parent.attendx the whole day to really understand what their child is doing
Have more activities
I am really not sure.... I participate because my kids are so happy when I do.... Maybe appealing yo how much their 
parents would enjoy seeing them help?
I think more parental involvement would be amazing. Our first grade teacher dissuaded us from volunteering at the 
beginning of the year, which I think was a missed opportunity. Having more parents help out in the classroom means 
more opportunity for 1-on-1 help with kids who need it. I'd strongly encourage her to be a little more welcoming of 
volunteers earlier on next year.
I used to pick up my child at the classroom after school. I became friends with the other parents and knew more about 
the class dynamic from parents that didn't hold back. I was in touch with the teacher to see their needs easier.
I volunteer consistently. Its easy.
More activities that are rewards for doing good aka sports
More frequent updates on events and volunteer opportunities.
New family orientation each year, have a specific contact person for questions for each grade
Provide them with transportation to get to the events.
Schedule events for working parents
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How can Alta Vista Community Charter School help students feel more safe and connected 
at school?
A box for students to put notes into stating how they feel about an incident or what happened
A single entrance and better fencing would help with safety and communication (also, a marquee board would be great 
if ever a single entrance was created!)
Allow staff to carry and conceal.

Better fence
Change hiring process for substitute teachers where they are provided more training and a more thurough background 
investigation prior to hiring. Train staff (ie. Lunch duty personel) on how to handle kids that are bullies.
Don't leave out/forget that students who may act out are the ones who need the extra love!

Don't leave out/forget that students who may act out are the ones who need the extra love!

Free afterschool activities

Have a security officer

Help students to identify bullying, younger kids may not know what it is and how to handle it.
I have seen text from other students to mine about how substitutes have treated them, also how some of them have 
discussed wanting to commit suicide due to bullying that is ignored.
I wish the office weren't located at the back of the school. Wish that adults had to pass through the office to check in 
before walking past all the classrooms. instead of the opposite.
I would like to see more attention spent on the kids before school starts on the playground.  I think it may be difficult for 
1 teacher to be able to pay attention to all the kids all over the playground
Keeping the grounds safe at all times!

Monitor bullying more
More emphasis on bullying cyber bullying and have safe places to go and safe places to be able to talk torrential about 
others while staying anonymous
More outside community support

More yard duty members.

On campus resource officer or hallway patrol
Parents of a child who is physically assaulted by another student need to be informed of the altercation by the school. 
Not just the offending students parents.
Stronget bully free rules

This is an extremely safe school site. My children feel welcome and protected.
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How can Alta Vista Community Charter School improve its school-wide communication 
practices?
A private Facebook group would be great!
Already excellent
Alta Vista needs a technology based system such as an app that each parent can access from their phones that allows 
parents to communicate with each other, staff, teachers.
Frequent updates on any changes helps
I love the emails on school schedules. It would be great to have that on TBBC Facebook.
I love the texting that you have started. It's very helpful!
Just more reminders.
Keep it short and to the point
Love the new text feature the school has been using!!
More in different places. Update website have many go to places for information; connect parents and kids to teachers 
via website. Have helpful links.
One on one is best but not realistic of course. If you can't reach someone with one of the nine methods described 
above then they don't want to be reached.
Send home with students
Signed papers to return
Website search & an FAQ, Feedback links
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How can Alta Vista Community Charter School teachers improve their classroom 
communication practices?
flyers. Class dojo is great.

Class dojo is helpful but not detailed.

Consistent and thorough letters home are nice

Group text
I would LOVE our teachers to all use the same program. I prefer Shutterfly, as it allows for direct communication, photo 
sharing, class sign ups etc. It's a great tool that I'd love to see our teachers utilize.
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How can Alta Vista Community Charter School better provide student access to materials 
and technology?
Have directions on how to figure out math equations. Send kids home with spelling lists for the week.
Create a school library,I'll bet more students would attend. Every school has to have a good old fashion library. It's 
mandatory.
Current tech

Follow through, provide the students with technology that is current and relevant.

If funding permitted, updated laptops and chromebooks would be great.

Is there a computer lab available?

Library with computer for students who dont have access
Make some of it accessible via online and make sure that parents constantly have updated information and websites so 
they can work with their children
Materials can be something to ask parents if they could send in! There’s materials used in everyone’s house that can 
be used in school!
More current technology, a real library to promote reading.

Newer computers

Provide more human interaction not technical interaction it should be a nurturing environment not a probate court case.

Setup individual accounts

The older grades could use laptops
The school needs a library. While teachers have done a wonderful job of building classroom libraries, a larger library 
where students can experience a greater variety of books would go a long way in encouraging reading.
We need updated technology
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Share your ideas on how Alta Vista Community Charter School  facilities can be improved.
A little more funding to help with updating the gym. And maybe adding a library.
Clean floors walls cafateria blinds open or cleaned
Facility is old and needs updates.
Fencing needs maintenance, paper towel & soap dispensers
Fix the mildew ceilings in classrooms.  I worry there is dangerous mold up there
Gorgeous campus and amenities
I wonder if the water pipes are safe to drink from
Install the other two new water facets at the playground.
Lower the basketball hoops, widen the driveway to the lower parking area, deep clean/ paint the multi-purpose room 
and hallways. Get the library back.
Lower the basketball hoops, widen the driveway to the lower parking area, deep clean/ paint the multi-purpose room 
and hallways. Get the library back.
maybe a fence along the front grass so the little kids don't climb up and down on the rock wall
More and better playground equipment. Shading for the playground equipment. Landscape the portion just next to the 
upper parking lot as well as the area where the school sign is on the corner of Oak and Lincoln Way. Update the 
classrooms.
More grass play. Less pavement.
Murals in the MPR and on the wall ball courts would be great. Updated playground equipment/structures  are also very 
much needed.
Need safe classroom infrastructure
Paint fresh coats of paint. Landscaping monthly on and around property line. Carpet cleaned regularly, classrooms 
wiped down daily and vacuumed.
Plant flowers in the bare hill. Update the classrooms.
Plumbing/electrical/weather stripping/lighting/Better nutrition plan.
Signs for finding office,  bathroom etc. During events
Some of the classes look like they have leaks in the roof
Sports
The lower parking lot driveway need to be widened to make the flow in and out easier. Front of school should be 
student drop off only.
The ramp system is really circuitous
The school looks kinda shabby. I'd love to see lines on the stairs repainted, signage up identifying classroom numbers 
and bathroom signs, repainting the stripes in the parking lot. I think the bones are fine - the classrooms are clean and 
functional, but the exterior looks worn out.
They need to be more handicap accessible for those in wheelchairs. As of right now those in wheelchairs can't get to 
the office have to go the long way around to the multi-purpose room and the playground is very difficult to get to buy 
wheelchair
Up to date working drinking fountains are a must in my opinion...wonder if we could get a water bottle fill station (similar 
to what is available at the national parks) since students are encouraged to bring reusable water bottles. Playground 
equipment could use a huge overhaul.
Update
Upgrade building
Water fountains need to be repaired, kids are ALWAYS complaining that the bathrooms are unsanitary and they will not 
use them. They wait until they get home, which I do not feel is healthy in many aspects.
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How can Alta Vista Community Charter School's principal improve her approachability and 
more effectively support students' and parents' educational goals?  
A little less mind strong towards others

Be consistent

Follow through with communication and implementing goals.

Get out there

I am super thankful for Mrs. Taylor and all of her help, support and easy communication!
I have heard multiple times where children have been given goals with rewards and then those rewards have been 
devalued by giving everyone the reward regardless. Also when asking questions they have been told yes that's right but 
then are told to do it incorrectly instead.
Ms. Taylor is an exceptional principal. She is a major reason why we chose AV!

she is great, no suggestions!

She’s awesome!

Teaching is gift not all have
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How can Alta Vista Community Charter School's Governance Council make more effective 
budgetary and policy decisions? 

Be aware of surroundings

Be more transparent

Democracy not a dictatorship

Follow through. Put plans in action and share success with families.

I do not know the budgetary or policy decisions

its hard to really know

Maybe I missed a meeting, but can the budget be posted on the website?

More transparent and accessible to parents that cannot make the meetings

Most people doing this survey do not have info to properly answer this question.
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How can Alta Vista Community Charter School improve the clarity and consistency of its 
behavioral expectations and consequences?

Be consistent

Frequently remind
I feel that behavioral expectations vary from student to student. Consistency is lacking across the board, specifically 
with part time staff (noon duties)
I have noticed that some students don't recieve the same disciplinary action when the same violation is committed.  
Consistency is key.
I strongly believe for the older classes that the consequences need to be more firm and abrasive a slap on the wrist 
and a walking ticket don't cut it
I think that recess play is too retricted...the kids are bored. They are making up games to play, and then usually get into 
trouble if they end up too rough etc. They need to be able to run around and expell energy, and be safe while doing it. 
So, more playground options would be helpful. I also think that just sending students to the office to be dealt with no 
matter the severity of the infraction can be upsetting and stressful for them. I would rather see the students only sent to 
the principal if the action is severe... as in requiring suspension. When I was a student, you were only sent to the 
principal's office under strict circumstances. Students ahrdly ever had to go. I feel like our students are sent there 
regularly, and it's affecting their self esteem.
More bully free rules
Principal makes expectations and consequences clear. Finds the appropriate amount of consequence for behavioral 
issues.
Progress reports are very vague as well as report card. Sometimes my student doesn't even know why they are getting 
certain grades and how to fix them because they don't even understand what is expected. This has been consistent 
through the last couple years.
Reminders
Some teachers/ admin say of you’re on campus when bell rings you’re not late, some send kids to the office when they 
are walking through the door and the bell is ringing. Clarification for everyone, on the rules would be nice.
teachers need to deal with discipline with less office time for students
They need more eyes when children are outside playing! My sons been telling me things that kids shouldn’t even think 
about at this age! There’s also been some bullying!
This has definitely improved this year. Love that the Safe, Responsible, Respectful are words that the kids are hearing 
this year on a regular basis at assemblies.
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How can Alta Vista better cultivate a positive and welcoming atmosphere for students, 
parents and community members? 

More events that include the community like a rummage sale.

A Marquee would go a lookout way. An obvious front entrance/foyer, with up to date information would be great too.

Be nice at pick up/drop off

Have a parent mixer.

Its amazing

Start by looking what the office looks like and feels!
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List three priorities you would like Alta Vista Community Charter School to focus on in the 
coming year.
1. A library or reading room 
2. New playground structures and equipment  
3. Murals/ aesthetic improvement on campus
1. Fine tune enrichment program- schedule out for the entire year instead of in 6 week increments.  Incorporate some 
type showcase or parent night to show what the kids are doing. 
2. Permanent shade structure on blacktop- a gazebo or something away from the ball walls so that kids can get out of 
the sun without interfering with the ball wall play area. 
3. Hire or recruit volunteers to commit to supervising the playground and lower field areas so that kids can use the field 
during recess and lunch.
1) How discipline is handled 2) A library 3) field trip costs--wondering if the bucks booster club could offset the cost 
some? With so many field trips (which are wonderful!) the cost  is really adding up...  and as a parent volunteer who 
goes on almost every field trip and drives....it's getting costly to pay a fee for myself, my children, and the gas required 
to drive. I think parent volunteers should never have to pay a fee (that should definitely be covered by the school). 
Some exceptions would be if the field trip was optional for parents. However, most seem to NEED parent drivers or the 
students don't get to go and therefore miss out.
A field trip for 5th graders to go to the junior high.
Advancing the grade options for 6th 7th and 8th, continuing enrichment days and continuing the welcoming beautiful 
student atmospher
After school activities, Spanish, extending to 8th grade.

Budget, safe environment, special needs

Bullying, hiring safer substitute teachers, building community.

computers & technology; social/emotional development; music/dance
Creating a fifth grade sports team, building a library through the jog a thon donations, talent shows, and bake sale 
donations and creating a front door curbside drop off.
Daughter is going to middle school
Effectiveness, Morales and education with a little longer learning time with the new common core! I believe Math is the 
biggest that needs extra time
Enhancing maker space, continuing to provide awesome field trips that compliment their studies, continue to be an 
amazing place of learning that my daughter truly enjoys attending
enrollment, communication, reading foundations
Expanding their grade to 6th and 7th, making it more handicap accessible and working on grants for bus systems a field 
trips
Expanding through 8th grade 
Sharing any photos that are taken of my child
Expanding to 6-8 grade, enrichment,

Expanding to 8th grade

Extra help for those kids that need it
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List three priorities you would like Alta Vista Community Charter School to focus on in the 
coming year.
Facilities, communication, enrichment
Family activities, manadatory volunteer hours per family, and a functional school library.
Getting rid of common core, and more p.e.

Growing the school to add 6th through 8th grade
Having Discovery Club on site for holidays would be amazing
I like how the school is managed now
Increasing enrollment so that it can be fiscally sound, continuing to hone and improve enrichment programs, adding a 
library
Learning
Library, renovating the multi-purpose room and hallways, and taking extra care, time, and attention on children 
individually.
Library, renovating the multi-purpose room and hallways, and taking extra care, time, and attention on children 
individually.
Math, Language, Coding
Maybe having some sort of sport team? Security from anyone walking through the front doors. K-8
Mine go to Discovery a day or 2 a week. While it is very expensive for me, they love it, it’s convenient and the teachers 
are wonderful.
more educational challenges for students who are doing well
More family activities. Bring back movie nights.
More math, more science
More music.
Music, art, modern communications
Music, art, modern communications
Music, More homework gives a good understanding of what our child learning and what they may be struggling with 
and more hands on learning.
Parking and drop off/pick up, water fountain on the playground
Raise academic expectations.
Safe, art and special ed
Safety, community, consistent
Social/ emotional support.  Lessons on how to handle conflict positively could help.
Social/Emotional support
Spelling geography about our local climate
Students, teachers, learning
Teaching appropriately, follow through, communication
Teaching Spanish again. I really like the bilingual abilities for young children to develop the skill at a young age, it allows 
them to learn other languages when they are older
The lower parking lot widening the driveway. More outside class room activities.. cooking..music ECT. School lunch 
quality.
Update building.
Upgrade computers/ Kthru2 need chrome books/
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Additional Comments
Alta Vista has proven itself to stand alone and it seems now for it to shine. Be the neighborhood school everyone 
wants to be apart of!
I generally feel that Alta Vista would do better to try to increase its size to more than one class per grade than to add 
a 6-8 grade. I'm not so interested in a K-8 as I am a larger pool of kids in each grade.

I Love the office staff

I wish it went to 6-8th

My son has been so blessed by the people in his life at this school. Mrs. Cowan and especially Mrs. Liebert have 
helped my son grow leaps and bounds over the year's. I wouldn't feel safe sending him to school with anybody else. 
With everything that goes on at school's these day's your not always sure that having your child go is the best 
choice. Knowing the people that surround my son almost everyday makes it a little bit easier. You always hope and 
pray that people will take care of your son or daughter the way that you do and I'd like to think that's exactly what 
Alta Vista School does. Thank all of you for evetything you do.

My son has grown so much in a short time and he loves the learning!

Overall we love the school and recommend it highly to all our friends. Everything can always be improved, so I 
appreciate that we get to have an input.

Please ex[and to 8th grade.

The lice situation and policy at Alta Vista has gotten out of hand. We as a school community, need to keep the 
children home until the lice is treated and completely gone. I have been battling lice with my daughter since school 
started in 2017 and it doesn't get better if students come back to school and spread them again
The school experence is so amazing my child is excited about Mondays and dredfull for the weekend's I only wish 
we had found this school for him sooner since he is going into the 5th grade this up comming year

This is likely a Scholastic issue, however, the way the books and materials were on display at the book fair really 
bothered me in the sense that the "girl" section was all about jewelery, art, diaries, and princesses, while the "boys" 
section was filled with science, explosions, and engineering. In other words, the "gender roles" were far too 
pronounced. I would've liked to see a mixture! Many young girls may have felt akward buying a chemistry set from 
the boys section and visa versa for a boy who may have wanted to purchase an art set or diary. In general: a more 
inclusive, diverse, and welcoming atmosphere is always appreciated. Alta Vista has been great, and I truly believe 
there's much work to be done but we have a fantastic and open-minded staff and amazing parents who have what it 
takes to keep moving forward!

This is likely a Scholastic issue, however, the way the books and materials were on display at the book fair really 
bothered me in the sense that the "girl" section was all about jewelery, art, diaries, and princesses, while the "boys" 
section was filled with science, explosions, and engineering. In other words, the "gender roles" were far too 
pronounced. I would've liked to see a mixture! Many young girls may have felt akward buying a chemistry set from 
the boys section and visa versa for a boy who may have wanted to purchase an art set or diary. In general: a more 
inclusive, diverse, and welcoming atmosphere is always appreciated. Alta Vista has been great, and I truly believe 
there's much work to be done but we have a fantastic and open-minded staff and amazing parents who have what it 
takes to keep moving forward!

Would love a k-8 option


